
Abstract. We discuss peculiarities of the curvature analysis
of wafers considering the heterogeneity of their topography
for a quantitative estimation and localization of irregularity,
or for subsequent calculations of mechanical stresses. We ana-
lyze three approaches to calculating surface curvatures from
digital elevation models. The first one is based on the analysis of
wafer surface profiles using polynomial approximation; the
calculation is based on the curvature radius determination of a
curved line; mechanical stresses are calculated using the Stoney
method. The second approach uses the second partial deriva-
tives of an elevation function in the Cartesian or cylindrical
coordinate systems to analyze irregular topography and then
to calculate mechanical stresses. The third considers the entire
wafer topography as a two-dimensional elevation matrix and
uses the mathematical apparatus of differential geometry and
the experience of geomorphometry to determine convex and
concave areas of the surface as well as to perform a complete
analysis of the surface curvature system. We demonstrate the
implementation of these approaches on a wafer like a segment
of a sphere and on a complex-shaped wafer.

Keywords: surface, topography, curvature, radius of curvature,
deflection, mechanical stresses, deformation, Stoney equation,
silicon wafer, optical profilometry, defectiveness, geomorphome-
try, digital elevation model, DEM

1. Introduction

The surface topography analysis of various objects is a
widespread problem. Objects of various sizes and origins
may be studied, e.g., thin membranes with characteristic
dimensions of tens of microns [1], objects like silicon wafers
up to 450 mm in diameter, comparable to the dimensions of
the human body [2], as well as elements of the geographic
shell, i.e., Earth's surface topography in a wide range of
scales, from an individual field to regional, continental, and
global topography of the land surface and the ocean floor [3].

This paper describes approaches to the calculation of
surface curvature from a digital elevation model (DEM) via
the example of structures based on silicon wafers. However,
the approaches considered apply to any type of object, taking
into consideration their specificity.

In controlling wafers, the main goal is often to determine
the deflection or curvature radius of the surface. Deflection is
the elevation difference between the highest and the lowest
surface region. Curvature and curvature radius are mutually
reciprocal quantities that characterize a wafer whose shape is
similar to that of a spherical segment of the appropriate
radius. The obtained data are often used for a quantitative
assay of the surface irregularity level and to calculate
mechanical stresses.

To determine the curvature radius of a spherical surface,
spherometers, autocollimation microscopes, etc. are used [4,
5]. Analyses of more complex-shaped surfaces are carried out
using various techniques, frequently optical. The data can be
obtained by means of optical profilometry (interferometry)
[6±10] by scanning the wafer with a laser beam [11, 12],
Makyoh topography [13, 14], coherent gradient sensor
(CGS) technology [15±21], or other methods.

Modern analytical equipment allows constructing not
only a map of the surface 3D topography, but also maps of
surface curvature, including that in specified directions [15±
20]. However, such devices are not familiar in industry and
are often expensive. Since not every organization can allow
itself to purchase new expensive instrumentation in addition
to the one of the same type already present, it is of interest to
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determine the curvature from the surface shape data obtained
using the available equipment.

The goals of the present paper are as follows: (1) to study
the basic approaches to the surface elevation map analysis
and to the calculation of the curvature radius and curvatures
(see Table 1 below); (2) to consider and adapt the appropriate
techniques of implementing these approaches in the surface
studies of wafers up to 200mm in diameter; (3) to analyze and
evaluate for typical objects the above basic approaches to the
surface curvature determination, which allow comparing the
samples with each other, constructing curvature distribution
maps from wafer DEMs and analyzing them, and using the
information obtained to determine mechanical stresses.

2. Determining mechanical stresses
based on the surface curvature radius

Since in many cases the wafer curvature is determined to
assess mechanical stresses, we dwell on a brief description of
such techniques. This will help us to understand the
importance of a deep analysis of the wafer surface curvature.

The techniques based on the Stoney equation [22] are
widely used thanks to the relative simplicity of their imple-
mentation. A structure consisting of a thin film (or a set of
thin films) on a substrate is being considered. The basic
technique allows calculating the magnitude and the sign of
mechanical stresses in the film and the substrate [23]. For the
calculation, data on the surface curvature of the round wafer
with the film are used. It is worth noting that measurements
are often restricted to a surface profile (the line passing
through the center of the sample studied [24, 25]), and no
analysis of the complete elevation map over the entire sample
area is executed. The mechanical stress s in the film is
calculated using the formula

s � Esd
2
s

6�1ÿ n�dfR ; �1�

where df is the film thickness, ds is the substrate thickness, n is
the substrate Poisson's ratios, Es is the Young's modulus of a
substrate, and R is the effective curvature radius of the
substrate. R � �R1R2�=�R1 ÿ R2�, where R1 and R2 are the
curvature radii of the substrate wafer before and after the film
deposition. In most practical cases, R1 4R2 and R � R2.

Since the deflection h is typically much less than the radius
r of the round wafer base, it can be shown by elementary
algebra that R � r 2=�2h�. To calculate mechanical stresses,
one can use the expression [26, 27]

s � hEsd
2
s

3�1ÿ n�dfr 2 : �2�

The technique of calculating mechanical stresses based on
the Stoney equation is a subject of intense criticism [15, 28±32]
because of substantially simplifying assumptions about the
ratio of film and substrate dimensions, ignoring the surface
shape irregularity, anisotropy [12], etc. However, thanks to
the simplicity and clarity of application, it is still used
everywhere [31, 33±40]. There are also a number of studies
devoted to the optimization of this technique or to the use of
alternative approaches for calculating mechanical stresses
based on surface shape data [15, 31, 41±49]. A majority of
them use for the calculation the values of curvature, surface
curvature radius, or deflection [15, 30, 41±54]. Thus, deter-

mining the surface curvature from the data on its shape
becomes a primary task.

Expressions (1) and (2) allow calculating the magnitude
of mechanical stresses. The assessment result is mainly a
numerical value of the mean mechanical stress in the layer
on the wafer. However, for a correct comparison of different
samples, a unified technique of determining the curvature
radius from the surface topography (elevation map) is
required. When using the measuring equipment software,
the operator manually chooses the region to determine the
deflection and to calculate the curvature radius. This
approach can hardly be considered optimal, since, in the
process ofmeasuring different samples by different operators,
the chosen profile regions can differ, and so can the values of
the curvature radius finally obtained.

At that, in many cases the wafer surface shape does not fit
its ideal representation as a spherical segment (Fig. 1). The
shape features that turn out to be beyond the measurement
region are also not considered in the analysis of the surface
profile. This testifies to the importance of considering the
wafer's entire area in the analysis and calculating mechanical
stresses by means of expressions allowing for topography
irregularities. Using such an approach, one can judge the
distribution of mechanical stress over the wafer.

This information can be used to localize areas with the
required values of mechanical stresses and areas where the
values of mechanical stresses are beyond the technological
tolerance. Hence, it becomes possible to establish a corre-
spondence between the characteristics of the operations of the
technological route and the final distribution of valid crystals
over the wafer [55], which ultimately makes it possible to
adjust the technological means of manufacturing crystals so
as to provide a maximal yield of good ones.

3. Equipment and samples

The implementation of the approaches is shown by the
example of processing experimental data from a Veeco
Wyko NT 9300 profilometer, using the method of vertical
scanning interferometry [56±59] to construct the surface
DEM. The principle of the instrument operation is based
on the interference of a light beam reflected from a
reference mirror and the surface of a measured object,
recording the interference pattern by means of a CCD
camera followed by interference pattern analysis to extract
quantitative data about the surface shape. White light is
used and the position of the maximal-contrast fringe is
determined when moving the measuring head along the
Z-axis. The equipment allows obtaining DEMs of the
structure areas from 47� 63 mm to 3:4� 4:6 mm in size
with the grid size (resolution) from 98 nm to 57 mm. Using
the stitching technique, which consists of joining a series of
individual data frames, a DEM of larger-area objects is
formed (the movable stage of the instrument restricts the
scanned region length to 200 mm). To obtain DEMs of the
wafers 100±200 mm in diameter, measurements are per-
formed at the nodes of the specified grid using the
technique described in Ref. [56].

To measure large-size objects, systems with an automated
object stage are used, which move the visual field and then
stitch the image frames [60±62]. In this case, even using an
optical microscope, one can detect the elevation difference of
the structures (by the focus position [63, 64]). Therefore, even
in the case of an initially absent stitching module, the upgrade
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of the available equipment and obtaining a complete surface
elevation map are possible.

Studies were performed with silicon oxide-on-silicon
(SiO2-on-Si) structures produced at the Novellus setups
(USA) using PECVD (Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition) deposition and SVCS (Czechia) using CVD
(Chemical Vapor Deposition) deposition.

Gas-phase deposition can be defined as condensation of
gaseous (vaporous) elements or compounds on substrates
with the formation of solid precipitates. In the CVD, the gas
phase composition substantially differs from the precipitate
composition. The volatile compound of the deposited element
is supplied to the substrate, where it is subjected to thermal
decomposition (pyrolysis) or participates in reduction chemi-
cal reactions with other gases (or vapors), while non-volatile
reaction products sediment on the substrate surface.

The precipitates are formed as a result of multiple
chemical reactions that take place in the gas phase near the
substrate surface and on the surface itself, which highly
complicates the deposition process but makes it more
universal and flexible. The CVD processes are sometimes
referred to as reactive deposition from the gas (gas±vapor,
vapor) phase.

CVD is a universal and energy-saving method of atomic/
molecular formation of coatings by controlled deposition of a
substance in the form of individual atoms or molecules in
order to obtain films with the required properties (density,
thickness, orientation, composition, etc.). In CVD, the
material is deposited in the form of a powder if the reaction
of formation of its particles occurs only in the gas phase, and
in the form of a film coating, if the solid particles are produced
on the substrate surface. Obviously, to fabricate functional
layers for an integrated circuit chip, only the second group of
CVD processes can be used [65].

CVD processes are implemented using facilities that have
a reactor chamber. With respect to the operating pressure in
the reactor, the CVD processes are divided into four large
groups:
� atmospheric pressure (APCVD): 760 Torr � 101:3 kPa;
� subatmospheric pressure (SAP CVD): 20±700 Torr=

2:67±93.3 kPa;
� low pressure (LP CVD): 10ÿ2ÿ10 Torr=1.33±1333 Pa;
� ultrahigh vacuum (UHV CVD): 10ÿ3ÿ10ÿ6 Torr=

1:33� �10ÿ1ÿ10ÿ4� Pa.
Each of these groups, in turn, is divided into smaller

subgroups by the activationmethod, reagent supply, group of
materials to which each deposited layer belongs, and the gas
phase chemical composition. Detailed classification of CVD
processes with respect to various features used in integrated
circuit production is presented in Ref. [65].

To obtain SiO2 films, three groups of CVD processes are
most widely used in technologies for producing integrated
circuits and microelectromechanical systems (MEMSs) [65]:

(1) Thermal oxidation in dry or humid oxygen at atmo-
spheric pressure in the temperature range of 900±1100 �C in
cylindrical quartz reactors according to the reaction

Si�O2 � SiO2 : �3�

In this case, the substrate material (silicon) plays the role of
the second reagent in the CVD process.

(2) Thermally stimulated deposition from tetraethoxy-
silane (TEOS) and oxygen �Si�OC2H5�4=O2�, carried out at
low pressure (10ÿ2ÿ10 Torr) in a temperature range of 650±

750 �C in cylindrical quartz reactors evacuated by vacuum
pumps according to the reaction

Si�OC2H5�4 �v� � 12O2 �g�
� SiO2 �s� � 10H2O �v� � 8CO2 �g� ; �4�

where the indices (v), (s), and (g) mean vapor, solid film, and
gas, respectively.

(3) Plasma enhanced (PE) deposition from the gas
mixture of silane �SiH4� and nitrous oxide �N2O� using
nitrogen �N2� as a carrier gas, performed at lowered pres-
sures (10ÿ2ÿ10 Torr) with switched-on high-frequency (HF)
plasma generators with a power of 1.0±2.0 kW in the
temperature range of 200±400 �C in planar metallic reactors
with ceramic coating evacuated by vacuum pumps according
to the reaction

SiH4 �g� � 2N2O �g� � SiO2 �s� � 2N2 �g� � 2H2 �g� : �5�

Examples of various surface profiles are presented in
Fig. 1. Shown are the surface profiles of SiO2=Si wafers
formed by PECVD deposition (according to process (5)) of
SiO2 at the temperature of 350 �Con an Si substrate (KDB-12
(100)) 670 mm thick, the thickness of SiO2 films amounting to
1000 nm (Fig. 1a) and 233 nm (Fig. 1b). The surface profile in
Fig. 1a is seen to bemuch closer to a spherical segment than in
Fig. 1b, which is probably a consequence of greater SiO2 layer
thickness (Fig. 1a) formed on an initially irregular wafer.

The implementation of different approaches to wafer
DEM processing is illustrated by the example of two
different structures: a wafer similar to a spherical segment
(Fig. 2a) and a complex-shaped wafer (Fig. 3a). Figure 2a
shows an elevation map of the wafer with the SiO2=Si
structure formed by the PECVD deposition of an SiO2 film
620 nm thick (according to process (5)) on an Si substrate
670 mm thick under the following conditions: time 155 s;
consumption of SiH4 300 cm3 minÿ1, of N2 3000 cm3 minÿ1,
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Figure 1. Examples of various shapes of experimental surface profiles of

the SiO2=Si structure. SiO2 film thickness: (a) 1000 nm and (b) 233 nm.
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of N2O 9500 cm3 minÿ1; pressure 2.4 Torr, HF generator
power 1.1 kW, temperature 270 �C. Figure 3a shows the
elevation map of a wafer with the SiO2=Si structure formed
by CVD deposition (according to process (4)) of an SiO2 film
1250 nm thick on an Si substrate 670 mm thick under the
following parameters of the TEOS process: temperature
700 �C, pressure 200 mTorr, consumption of TEOS and
oxygen 130 and 40 cm3 minÿ1, respectively.

The properties of SiO2 films, including the type and
magnitude of mechanical stresses in them, depend not only
on the kind of deposition process but also on the regime
parameters of every process, as well as on the thickness of the
film deposited or formed on the substrate surface. This
applies to films of other materials as well, e.g., silicon nitride
�Si3N4� deposited on substrates in the course of various CVD
processes.

Surface profiles (Figs 2b and 3b) were drawn along the
line passing through the wafer center and crossing the base
cut.

The use of different techniques to analyze the surface
curvature is demonstrated by the example of structures with
a smooth surface. However, similar approaches can be used
to analyze rough and bumpy surfaces and regions with
sharp inhomogeneities. In this case, an important task for
the researcher is to construct the DEM correctly and to
preprocess it.

4. Determining the curvatures
using the formula for planar curves
with the polynomial approximation

Hereinafter, experimental data processing is carried out using
the programs developed by the authors. The DEMs size is

initially 1339� 1269; after smoothing and demagnification, it
becomes 326� 326.

The experimental data are an array of Cartesian coordi-
nates �xi; yi; zi�, where xi and yi are planar coordinates of a
particular point on the surface, and zi is the point elevation.

When considering separately each row or column of the
elevation matrix Z, surface profiles are in fact selected.
Therefore, the data array can be thought of as N vectors
z�x�, each of dimensionM (for profiles parallel to the abscissa
x-axis). Such an approach allows applying expressions for
planar curves to the curvature calculation.

Curvature k�x� (Table 1) for curve z � z�x� is calculated
using the known expression [40, 66, 67]

k�x� �
��z 00�x����

1� z 0 2�x��3=2 : �6�

The differentiation is executed using a polynomial
approximation. A polynomial p�x� � p1x

n � p2x
nÿ1 � . . .

� pnx� pn�1 is put into correspondence with each curve
z�x�. The first and second derivatives are calculated using
the obtained coefficients p1; p2; . . . ; pn.

Since in this case zi 5 xi, when using a second-order
polynomial for approximation, the value of k obtained will
not depend on x. Thus, in an analysis of the surface profile
z � z�x�, only one numerical value of the profile curvature k
(and the profile curvature radius R � 1=k) will be obtained.
The result of such a calculation is independent of the operator
and is proposed for use when a simple comparison of samples
is needed and for the subsequent calculation of mechanical
stresses in the case of a surface shape similar to a sphere
segment. In particular, it is proposed to draw profiles z � z�y�
and z � z�x� through the wafer center (N=2 andM=2) and to
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Figure 2. (Color online.) SiO2=Si structure (wafer shape is close to spherical): (a) wafer surface topography (elevation map), (b) surface profile (red solid

line) and corresponding polynomial approximation (green symbols+), (c) distribution of curvature radius values for the profile in Fig. 2b, and

(d) distribution of curvature values for the profile in Fig. 2b.
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calculate the corresponding curvature radii using second-
order polynomials. In fact, these are profiles along two lines,
parallel and perpendicular to the base cut of the wafer, which
is most often used in such an analysis [7, 41].

A result of this approach to the analysis of the surface
shape of the SiO2=Si structure is shown in Fig. 2a. The surface
profile constructed based on the measurement data and the
function approximating it, based on a second-order poly-
nomial, are shown in Fig. 2b. The curves are seen not to
coincide ideally with each other; however, the dependence
character is similar. The curvature radii for two profiles of the
surface parallel to the x- and y-axes turns out to equal ÿ80
and ÿ90 m.

The technique described is efficient for the analysis of
wafers, whose deflection shape corresponds of a second-order
polynomial, i.e., can be described by a single value of
the curvature radius. In most cases, this is so. However, in
practice, it is necessary to deal with wafers having a more
complex surface shape [11, 13, 14] (Fig. 3a, b). In these cases,
it is also possible to use the described technique, but with its
approximate character taken into account.

On the other hand, of interest is the possibility of calculat-
ing local curvature radii at each point of the surface profile
and, based on the obtained data, mapping the surface curva-
ture and, therefore, themechanical stress distribution over the
wafer [18±20, 41, 68, 69]. This would allow localizing regions
with acceptable and unacceptable mechanical stress values, as
mentioned above.

In addition, such an approach would allow dealing with
complex-shaped surface profiles (Fig. 3a, b). Overall, the
above technique based on second-order polynomials can be
applied to determine local curvature radii using only a small
segment of curve z�x� centered at the point of interest. An
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Table 1. Some notions used to describe approaches to determining wafer
curvature.

Wafer curvature radius Radius of the sphere
segment coincident with
the wafer

Wafer curvature Quantity reciprocal
of the curvature radius

Wafer deêection Difference in elevations
between highest and lowest
regions of the wafer

Curvature k�x� for curve z � z�x�
[40, 66, 67] k�x� �

��z 00�x����
1� z 0 2�x��3=2

First and second partial derivatives
for surface z � z�x; y� in the Cartesian
system of coordinates

kx � qz
qx

ky � qz
qy

kxx � q2z
qx 2

kyy � q2z
qy 2

kxy � q2z
qx qy

Second partial derivatives for
surface z � z�r; y� in cylindrical
coordinates [79]

krr � q2z
qr 2

kyy � 1

r

qz
qr
� 1

r 2
q2z

qy 2

kry � q
qr

�
1

r

qz
qy

�
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alternative option is approximating by higher-degree poly-
nomials [10] followed by the calculation of derivatives taking
into account the obtained set of coefficients. According to the
authors' experience, the degree of six is typically sufficient;
higher degrees of polynomials can be used if necessary.

The obtained dependences of the curvature radius and the
curvature itself are presented in Figs 2c, d and 3c, d. The
character of these dependences agrees with Figs 2b and 3b,
respectivelyÐ the position of inflection points, regions of
maximal deflection, etc. By performing a similar calculation
for all profiles along a certain direction, one can make a map
of the curvature radius and surface curvature (Figs 4 and 5).

When drawing the surface profiles, any choice of the
direction is possible, not only along the axes x and y. In this
case, the initial data arrays �xi; yi; zi� should be used to
determine the appropriate coordinates ui and functions z�u�.

Since, due to the anisotropy of mechanical characteristics
and nonuniformity of topography, it is generally possible to
speak only of the curvature radius and mechanical stresses at
a chosen point on the surface in the chosen direction [10, 41,
70], such an approach allows determining the parameters of
interest for researchers in various types of structures.

The above techniques are proposed for use when it is
necessary to compare samples with each other by one
parameter (one value of curvature or curvature radius), to
calculate mechanical stresses using the Stoney equation, and
to map curvature and curvature radius for a series of profiles,
meaning these terms as quantities obtained from Eqn (6) for
planar curves.

5. Determining the curvatures by calculating
the second partial derivatives,
including in the cylindrical coordinates

In the approaches described, the wafer topography is con-
sidered as a series of surface profiles. However, for higher-
precision analysis, the wafer should be treated as an integral
structure, in which themutual position of convex and concave
surface features determines the curvature and, therefore,
affects the mechanical stresses in neighboring regions. More-
over, when analyzing a complex surface shape, it is difficult to
operate with the notion of surface profiles, since, for each
region of analysis, the question of its own optimal choice of
profile direction arises.

As was mentioned above, at present, a number of
techniques are being developed for calculating mechanical
stresses, taking into account the imperfection of the structure
considered, including the influence of adjacent regions. In
optimized techniques, to derive analytical expressions and
perform calculations, the partial derivatives kxx, kyy, and kxy
are frequently used (see Table 1) [10, 20, 71±73], which in the
special literature are sometimes incorrectly referred to as
`curvature.' The calculation of the array of kxx, kyy, and kxy
values from the initial data array �xi; yi; zi� is usually carried
out using standard finite-difference approximations of differ-
entiation, implemented inmany software packages. Using the
values of kxx, kyy, and kxy, they calculate the mechanical
stresses [21], taking into account the anisotropy of material
characteristics and surface shape.
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Figure 4. Calculated curvature radius and curvature in two principal directions for the wafer shape close to spherical (topography presented in Fig. 2a):

(a) curvature radius in direction 1, (b) curvature in direction 1, (c) curvature radius in direction 2, and (d) curvature in direction 2 (directions are according

to Fig. 2a).
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Examples of calculations of kxx, kyy, and kxy for two
SiO2=Si structures (Figs 2a and 3a) are presented in Figs 6
and 7, respectively.

On the whole, since zi 5 xi, such an approach yields a
result similar to the calculation of a map from a series of
profiles and polynomials of high degree, described in Sec-
tion 4. Indeed, the patterns in Fig. 6a are similar to those in
Fig. 4b, and the patterns in Figs 6b, 7a, and 7b, to those in
Figs 4d, 5b, and 5d, respectively.

However, considering the geometry of the samples studied
(round wafers), the calculations are often carried out in
cylindrical coordinates rather than in Cartesian ones [74±
76]. The technique in Refs [19, 68, 77±79] implies using the
CGS method for measurements [15±18, 20, 21], and the
processing of experimental data is performed using Zernike
polynomials [79±82]. However, having an array of experi-
mental data �xi; yi; zi� obtained by an alternative method, this
technique of stress calculation is applied even without using
the Zernike polynomials. For this purpose, array �xi; yi; zi� in
Cartesian coordinates should be transformed into array
�ri; yi; z 0i � in the cylindrical coordinates, and then the partial
derivatives should be calculated.

As a rule, the correct transformation of coordinate
systems requires preprocessing of the �xi; yi; zi� array. There-
fore, in the analysis of round wafers, we leveled the lateral
dimensions, moved the wafer center into the image center,
smoothed the surface, etc. Since, to calculate derivatives in the
cylindrical coordinates, a uniform grid of data �ri; yi� is
required, initially such a data set �ri; yi� was specified. Then,
it was transformed into Cartesian coordinates �x 0i ; y 0i �, and

then, using the initial values of zi in the initial experimentally
measured Cartesian coordinates �xi; yi�, the values of z 0i were
calculated by means of interpolation.

The calculated second partial derivatives krr, kyy, kry (see
Table 1) for two SiO2=Si structures (Figs 2a and 3a) are
presented in Figs 8 and 9, respectively.

The approaches described in the present section are
proposed for use in the correct calculation of normal and
shear mechanical stresses using optimized expressions in the
case of the anisotropy of the samples studied. Note also that,
since in many cases the structures studied possess a central
symmetry (spherical shaped wafers, membranes, film isles,
etc.), the data representation in cylindrical coordinates can
substantially simplify the problem under study.

6. Determining the surface curvatures
by calculating the principal curvatures.
Geomorphometry

The necessity to operate with three values of second
derivatives instead of one value of curvature, to perform
rather high volumes of computation work, and to use
cylindrical coordinates makes more difficult the widespread
acceptance of the approaches described in the previous
section. Overall, they are suitable for precise calculation of
normal and shear mechanical stresses. However, there is
often a problem of assessing the spatial distribution of
curvature values of topography inhomogeneities, as well as
mechanical stresses over the wafer surface. In this case, it is
reasonable to analyze the wafer topography in whole as a
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two-dimensional matrix of Z values, i.e., as a DEM rather
than a series of profiles.

On the other hand, a detailed analysis of the wafer surface
shape can offer a number of data that can be useful, not only
for the analysis of mechanical stresses but also for other
purposes (e.g., a detailed analysis of volume defects).

From the differential geometry considering a surface in
three-dimensional Euclidean space, such notions are well
known as principal curvatures, mean curvature, Gaussian
(total) curvature, etc. [66, 67, 83±85]. The relative complexity
of the mathematical apparatus of this discipline restricts the
wide dissemination of the techniques based on it, including in
the field of microelectronics. However, practical application
of the principles of differential geometry is simple enough to
understand, and the performed calculations of curvature
from the DEM are trivial and easily implementable in many
software environments [86]. In this section, we present a
number of data that can be obtained by analyzing the
principal curvatures of a surface and related quantities.

It is not an overstatement to say that the notions and
mathematical apparatus of the surface theory in differen-
tial geometry turn out to be most developed in the physical
and mathematical theory of a topographic surface in
the gravity field [87, 88], which is a theoretical base for
geomorphometry. Geomorphometry is a scientific discip-
line whose subject is mathematical modeling and analysis
of topography, as well as interconnections between the
topography and other components of geosystems. At pre-
sent, geomorphometry is widely used to solve various
problems in the Earth sciences [3, 89]. In this connection,
it is reasonable to present the approach to determining the

curvatures of wafer surfaces through the calculation of
principal curvatures based on the fundamentals of the
physical and mathematical theory of a topographic sur-
face in a gravity field.

A topographic surface is a closed, oriented, infinitely
differentiable two-dimensional manifold S in three-dimen-
sional Euclidean space E 3. A number of restrictions hold,
among which, in our case, three are essential [3, 87]:

(1) A topographic surface is defined by a continuous,
single-valued bivariate function z � f �x; y�, where z is the
elevation, and x and y are Cartesian coordinates. This condi-
tion notably means that caves, grottos, and similar topo-
graphy shapes are not considered.

(2) Function z � f �x; y� is smooth, i.e., a topographic
surface has derivatives of all orders. In geomorphometry, the
first, second, and sometimes third derivatives of the elevation
are systematically used.

(3) A topographic surface is a scale-dependent object.
This condition means that the `fractal' topography compo-
nent can be consideredHF noise. In geomorphometry, fractal
models, as a rule, are not used.

A morphometric variable is a single-valued bivariate
function describing the properties of a topographic surface.
A local morphometric variable is a single-valued bivariate
function, describing the geometry of the topographic surface
in the neighborhood of a given point of the surface along the
directions specified by one of the two pairs of mutually
perpendicular normal sections (Fig. 10).

The first pair of normal sections is principal sections
APA 0 and BPB 0, which are well known from differential
geometry [85] (Fig. 10a). They are normal sections possessing
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the maximal and minimal bend at a given point P on the
topographic surface.

The second pair of normal sections CPC 0 and DPD 0 is
specified by the gravity field [87] (Fig. 10b). The normal
section DPD 0 contains the vector of the gravity force
acceleration g and has a common tangent with the slope line
at a given point P on the topographic surface. The normal
section CPC 0 is tangent to the contour line at a given point P
on the topographic surface.

The two above pairs of normal sections correspond to two
classes of local morphometric variables: form attributes and
flow attributes [87, 88].

Form attributes are related to principal sections. These
variables are gravity field invariants, i.e., they are independ-
ent of the direction of the gravity force acceleration. Form
attributes include two principal curvatures, the minimal
�kmin� and the maximal �kmax�, the mean curvature �H�, the
Gaussian curvature �K�, the unsphericity �M�, and some
other variables (Table 2).

Flow attributes 1 are related to normal sections, selected
by gravity. These variables depend on the direction of the
gravity force acceleration vector. The flow attributes include

the horizontal curvature �kh�, the vertical curvature �kv�, the
horizontal excess curvature �khe�, the vertical excess curva-
ture �kve�, the difference curvature �E�, the accumulation
curvature �Ka�, the ring curvature �Kr�, and some other
variables (see Table 2).

The formulas and brief interpretations for 12 local
morphometric variables, making up a complete system 2

of curvatures [87], are presented in Table 2. Local topo-
graphic characteristics are functions of the elevation partial
derivatives. Their calculation from a DEM is performed
either by finite-difference methods or by means of the
universal spectral analytic method [3].

The surface of any wafer is obviously rough to a certain
degree and can have sharp inhomogeneities (defects), i.e., it is
not smooth in the mathematical sense and its elevation
function can have discontinuities. The initial data for the
geomorphometric analysis are DEMs, the single-valued
discrete functions of two variables, which describe such
roughness and discontinuities in a natural way. The computa-
tion algorithms used in geomorphometry allow calculating
both partial derivative and curvature models from such
DEMs, since they use either a local (within a moving
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1 The commonly accepted term `flow attributes' was introduced to denote

morphometric variables used to analyze lateral flows of a substance

(mainly water) moving over the surface and the near-surface layer of

Earth subjected to gravity. However, flow attributes are successfully

applied for `fine' analysis of the surface geometry regardless of the

presence of any flows on it.

2 We mean the mathematical completeness of the system of variables, i.e.,

the possibility of expressing all curvatures of this system in terms of other

curvatures of the same system; using any other variables in such

operations is redundant.
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window) or global approximation of the surface by poly-
nomials of a different order.

For example, in the Evans method, a second-order
polynomial, whose coefficients are first and second partial
derivatives, is fitted by the least-squares method to the 3� 3
moving window, for the points of which the Cartesian
coordinates and surface elevations are known. Moving the
window over the DEM, specified on a square grid, one can
calculate the values of partial derivatives and, correspond-
ingly, the values of the local morphometric characteristics
for all DEM points, except the edge rows and columns.

By analyzing the sign of the K value, three types of
surfaces at a given point are distinguished [85]. The first case
is when two principal curvatures k1 and k2 (kmin and kmax,
respectively) are nonzero and have the same sign; the
Gaussian curvature K is positive. The corresponding point is
called elliptic. The simplest example of such a surface is a
sphere.

The second case is when the signs of the principal
curvatures k1 and k2 are different, which leads to a negative
value of the Gaussian curvature K. The corresponding point
is called a saddle point [85].

The third case is when one of the principal curvatures
is zero, which leads to a zero Gaussian curvature. The
corresponding point is parabolic [85]. An example of a
surface with such points is the side surface of a cylinder.

The sign of the mean curvature H determines the
predominant direction of bending. For convex local regions
of a surface, the mean curvature is positive, for concave
regions, it is negative, and for locally flat regions, it is zero

[87, 88]. Note that, hereinafter, in the description of specific
features of morphometric variables, the normal to the surface
is considered directed from the surface (see Fig. 10). However,
the maps of curvatures (Figs 11 and 12) are obtained with
the normal directed to the surface, which leads to a change
of the sign of the mean curvature H and the principal
curvatures.

It is useful to analyze the principal curvatures, the
maximal and minimal ones. It should be taken into account
that the maximal curvature is such taking into account the
signs of the variables, i.e., in absolute value it can be even
smaller than the second principal curvature ( if the minimal
curvature is negative). In a mainly concave region (with a
negative mean curvature), the absolute value of the minimal
curvature will be greater than the absolute value of the
maximal curvature. Similarly, in a mainly convex region
(with a positive mean curvature), the absolute value of the
maximal curvature will be greater than that of the minimal
curvature.

Positive values of the maximal curvature correspond to
extended convex regions of the surface, and negative values,
to local concave elements of topography (hollows). Positive
values of the minimal curvature correspond to local convex
elements (hillocks), while negative values, to extended
concave regions on the surface [3].

A detailed description of various surface types (Fig. 13)
[90] and the corresponding curvatures is vast [3] and extends
beyond the framework of this paper. In essence, the con-
sidered mathematical apparatus rather thoroughly describes
the surface shape, which determines such fields of its
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Figure 8.Results of calculations in a cylindrical system of coordinates for the wafer shape close to spherical (topography presented in Fig. 2a): (a) krr, (b)
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application as the analysis and classification of the shapes of
details [91±93], architecture [94], Earth sciences [89], and
ophthalmology [95].

Worth separate attention is such amorphometric variable
as the curvature intensity [96], or unsphericity [3] (see
Table 2). In Ref. [96] a correlation and factor analysis of the
curvature parameters was carried out. It was found that the
curvature intensity characterizes the specific features of
deformation most reliably and adequately. It is also pointed
out that the curvature intensity directly depends on the shear
strain intensity, related to the maximal shear stress.

There are a number of papers using the notion of
Gaussian curvature to analyze the behavior and changes in
structure shapes, mainly of bistable systems [70±74, 76, 97±
102]. Many of them mention the Gaussian Theorema
Egregium that describes the interconnection of Gaussian
curvature and strains.

Thus, the mathematical apparatus considered not only
allows a qualitative analysis of the surface shape but also is
directly related to the important problem of analyzing the
mechanical stresses and stability of systems. It is logical to
also apply the possibilities available in geomorphometry [103,
104] to the analysis of wafers and small-size objects.

We analyzed the DEMs of the surfaces presented in Figs 2a
and 3a. Figures 11 and 12 show the calculated principal
curvatures, the mean curvature, and the Gaussian curvature.

The shape of the wafer presented in Fig. 2a is similar to
that of a convex segment of a sphere, which corresponds to
positive Gaussian curvature and positive mean curvature. By
analyzing the maps of principal curvatures (Fig. 11a, b), one

can determine the local regions with greater and smaller
curvature and the corresponding topographic features. The
comparability of data of maps in Figs 4b, 6a, 8a, and 11a is
evident.

The wafer shape presented in Fig. 3a is rather complex.
There are vast-area convex and concave regions (see Fig. 12).
Overall, the maps presented in Fig. 12 are much more
informative than the data presented in Fig. 3a and allow
localizing sites by different features. The minimal curvature is
good for localizing extended concave surface regions; it also
indicates the position of a few `hillocks' (convex regions). The
maximal curvature shows another localization level, e.g., one
can see a convex section within a mainly concave extended
region. The principal curvatures are independent of each
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Figure 9.Results of calculations in a cylindrical systemof coordinates for thewafer complex shape (topography presented in Fig. 3a): (a) krr, (b) kyy, (c) kry,

(d) Gaussian curvature K � krr kyy.
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Table 2.Deénitions, formulas, and interpretations of geomorphometric variables constituting a complete system of surface curvatures [3, 86, 87].

Name Notation,
unit of measurement

Expression, deénition, and brief interpretation

Form attributes

Minimal
curvature

kmin or k1,
mÿ1

kmin � HÿM

Curvature of the principal normal section (Fig. 10a) with the minimal bend at a given point of a
topographic surface. In the geomorphological sense, positive values of the minimal curvature indicate
local convex topography elements, and negative ones indicate valleys.

Maximal
curvature

kmax or k2,
mÿ1

kmax � H�M

Curvature of the principal normal section (Fig. 10a) with the maximal bend at a given point of a
topographic surface. In the geomorphological sense, positive values of the maximal curvature indicate
ridges, and negative ones indicate local wells.

Mean
curvature

H, mÿ1
H � 1

2
�kmin � kmax� � 1

2
�kh � kv� � ÿ

�1� k 2
y �kxx ÿ 2kxkykxy � �1� k 2

x �kyy
2
������������������������������
�1� k 2

x � k 2
y �3

q
Half-sum of any two normal mutually perpendicular sections at a given point of a topographic surface.
Represents two mechanisms of êow accumulation, the convergence and the relative deceleration, with
equal weights.

Gaussian
curvature

K, mÿ2
K � kminkmax �

kxxkyy ÿ k 2
xy

�1� k 2
x � k 2

y �2

Product of the maximal and minimal curvatures. According to Theorema Egregium, the Gaussian
curvature of a surface preserves its values after its bending if it occurred without stretching,
compressions, or disruptions.

Unsphericity M, mÿ1
M � 1

2
�kmax ÿ kmin� �

����������������
H 2 ÿ K
p

Half-difference of the maximal and minimal curvatures. M � 0 on a sphere. Shows the deviation of
Earth's surface element shape from spherical.

Flow attributes

Vertical
curvature

kv, mÿ1
kv � ÿ

k 2
x kxx � 2kxkykxy � k 2

y kyy

�k 2
x � k 2

y �
������������������������������
�1� k 2

x � k 2
y �3

q
Curvature of the normal section having a common tangent with the slope line (Fig. 10b) at a given point
of a topographic surface. Ameasure of relative deceleration of êows moving along the surface under the
action of gravity (one of two mechanisms of êow accumulation). The êows decelerate at kv < 0 and
accelerate at kv > 0. In the geomorphological sense, maps of vertical curvature can help to distinguish
terrace levels.

Horizontal
curvature

kh, mÿ1
kh � ÿ

k 2
y kxx ÿ 2kxkykxy � k 2

x kyy

�k 2
x � k 2

y �
�������������������������
1� k 2

x � k 2
y

q
Curvature of the normal section tangent to the contour line (Fig. 10b) at a given point of a topographic
surface. A measure of convergence of the êows moving over the surface subjected to gravity (one of
two êow accumulation mechanisms). The êows converge at kh < 0 and diverge at kh > 0. In the
geomorphological sense, maps of the horizontal curvature emphasize offspurs of ridges and valleys (the
regions of divergence and convergence, respectively).

Difference
curvature

E, mÿ1
E � 1

2
�kv ÿ kh�

Half-difference of vertical and horizontal curvatures. Shows how strongly expressed is one of two
mechanisms of accumulation: the relative deceleration of êows (for which kv is responsible) compared to
another mechanism, the convergence of êows (for which kh is responsible), at a given point on the
topographic surface.

Horizontal excess
curvature

khe, mÿ1 khe � kh ÿ kmin �Mÿ E

Difference between horizontal and minimal curvatures. Shows how strongly the normal section
tangent to the horizontal is bent compared to the minimal bend of the topographic surface at a given
point.

Vertical excess
curvature

kve, mÿ1 kve � kv ÿ kmin �M� E

Difference between vertical and minimal curvatures. Shows how much stronger the normal section
having a common tangent with the slide line is bent than theminimal bend of the topographic surface at a
given point.
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other [94] and, according to Fig. 10, simultaneously char-
acterize the surface at different levels.

It is worth taking into account that the values along the
Z-axis are a few orders of magnitude smaller than those along
X and Y. Therefore, to shift the accent in the analysis and to
provide better clarity of presentation, it is possible to replace
the initial data set �xi; yi; zi� with the data set �xi; yi;Czi�, C
being a factor large enough to make the values along the
Z-axis substantially greater than those along X and Y.

In addition, since the morphometric variables usually
have a wide dynamical range of values, in order to avoid the
loss of information about their spatial distribution, the
mapping in geomorphometry is performed using the follow-
ing logarithmic transformation [3]:

~U � sign U ln
ÿ
1� 10 n̂m̂jU j� ; �7�

where ~U and U are the transformed and the initial values of a
morphometric variable, respectively, n̂ � 0 for nonlocal
variables, n̂ � 2; . . . ; 9 for local variables, m̂ � 2 for K, Ka,

and Kr, and m̂ � 1 for other variables. The choice of n̂
depends on the DEM grid size.

We specially note that the technique described in this
section is efficient in the analysis of complex-shaped struc-
tures having a slope. Practically, one has to deal with the
necessity of preprocessing the measurement results, including
the elimination of a linear slope. However, in the case of a
complex shape of the object under study, the calculation of
the plane to be subtracted often becomes a nontrivial task and
requires time, mastery, and a creative approach on the part of
the researcher. The linear slope is not an obstacle to the
correct curvature calculation by geomorphometry methods;
therefore, these maps are proposed for use in DEM analysis.

The maps of Gaussian curvature calculated in the
cylindrical [76, 105] and Cartesian coordinate systems are
generally comparable (Figs 6d, 8d, and 11d; Figs 7d, 9d, and
12d). However, in the central part of the maps calculated in
the cylindrical system of coordinates, artifacts are observed
(see Figs 8 and 9). They arise because the origin of coordinates
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Figure 11. Results of calculating principal (kmax and kmin), mean �H�, and Gaussian �K� curvatures for the wafer shape close to spherical (topography

presented in Fig. 2a): (a) kmax, (b) kmin, (c)H, (d) K.

Table 2. (continued)

Name Notation,
unit of measurement

Expression, deénition, and brief interpretation

Accumulation
curvature

Ka, mÿ2 Ka � khkv � H 2 ÿ E 2

Product of vertical and horizontal curvatures. Can be used to assess the degree of êow accumulation.

Ring
curvature

Kr, mÿ2 Kr � khekve �M 2 ÿ E 2

Product of horizontal excess and vertical excess curvatures. Describes the degree of êow tortuosity.
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(pole) in the cylindrical coordinate system is a point of
singularity: one of the coordinates (the angle) is indefinite at
this point. Upon interpolating from a square grid of a
Cartesian coordinate system to the radial concentric mesh of
the cylindrical coordinate system, a discontinuity of the
function z takes place around the pole of the latter, and the
Gibbs phenomenon arises in the pole neighborhood (char-
acteristic spikes of the function near the discontinuity point)
[106]. The spike amplitudes are not large, and in the topo-
graphy (elevation) map they are not noticeable to the user.
However, after calculating the derivatives and the Gaussian
curvature, such artifacts become noticeable. This is quite
natural, since it is well known that derivatives are very sensi-
tive to HF noise, and, the higher the derivative order, the
higher the sensitivity [106]. Attempts to counter this effect are

possible using stretched splines for interpolation [107] or
rarefying the radial concentric DEM mesh near the pole.
However, complete elimination of these artifacts is impos-
sible.

Although some researchers use in calculations the
approximate (simplified) expression for the Gaussian curva-
ture K̂ � kxxkyy ÿ k 2

xy [101] (i.e., the first derivatives are
assumed to be zero), for the wafers under study, the maps of
the Gaussian curvature, calculated using this expression, are
on the whole similar to those of the Gaussian curvature
obtained by the standard calculation through principal
curvatures.

The calculated Gaussian curvatures in the Cartesian and
cylindrical coordinate systems using the geomorphometry
methods are on the whole similar (Figs 6d, 8d, and 11d;
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Figure 12. (Color online.) Results of calculating the principal (kmax and kmin), mean �H�, and Gaussian �K� curvatures for the complex-shaped wafer

(topography presented in Fig. 3a): (a) kmax, (b) kmin, (c)H, (d)K, (e) sign ofH (dark blue forH < 0, light red forH > 0), (f) sign ofK (dark blue forK < 0,

light red for K > 0).
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Figs 7d, 9d, and 12d). This observation testifies to the
correctness of each of the described techniques, in spite of
the peculiarities related to performing numerical computa-
tions with different software (computation errors) and the
presence of a series of transformations of the experimental
data (reconstruction of missing data, if necessary, correction
of the dimension of the processed array, flattening, interpola-
tion, etc.).

Overall, the geomorphometry methods are efficient for
localization of different types of surface regions, which is
often hard to implement by a purely visual analysis of the
wafer surface topography.

In spite of the relatively rare application of the variables
described in this section to the analysis of structures in
microelectronics, it is possible to expect more attention to
this field of knowledge. This is due to the necessity of careful
control of the topographic features when performing techno-
logical operations with wafers, e.g., in bonding the wafers or
studying thickened wafers. Moreover, the approaches
described in this paper can be implemented not only for the
analysis of the topography of round wafers, but also for
calculating the curvature of small-size structures, including
MEMS [9, 108±112]. They can be also applied for subsequent
calculation of the stress tensor [86].

7. Conclusion

Three ideologically close approaches to curvature determina-
tion in wafers from their surface shape are described. The
application of these approaches is demonstrated by the
example of wafers with a simple-shaped surface (a spherical
segment with a curvature radius of about 80 m), as well as
complex-shaped ones (with convex and concave regions).
Maps of distributions (over the surface profiles) are pre-
sented for the curvature and the curvature radius, the partial
derivatives kxx, kyy, kxy, krr, kyy, kry, and the principal, mean,
and Gaussian curvatures.

The approach based on the analysis of surface profiles,
especially using second-order polynomials for approxima-
tion, is efficient in operating with a large number of wafers
having a simple (spherical) shape, when it is required to
perform fast measurements and calculate mechanical stres-
ses, to compare the samples with each other. What is more, in
connection with the automation of production and measure-
ment processes, as well as the necessity of a more careful

analysis of structures, the techniques based on the analysis of
surface profiles can only be considered to be gradually
becoming obsolescent.

Using the curvature or curvature radius for the analysis
depends on the range of the analyzed valuesÐ it may be
convenient to operate with the quantity itself as well as with
its reciprocal.

Depending on the purpose of the subsequent processing
and on the specific features of the object analyzed (the
presence of central symmetry), a Cartesian or cylindrical
system of coordinates can be used. However, the use of the
cylindrical system of coordinates in calculations gives rise to
unremovable artifacts. Since the analysis of realistic struc-
tures does not imply their symmetry, the advantage of
calculations in the cylindrical system of coordinates is offset.

The vast mathematical toolkit of geomorphometry seems
most promising for the analysis of surface topography
irregularities, since the calculated morphometric variables
have a clear physical meaning and are easily interpretable.

Using both the second derivatives in coordinates and the
curvatures calculated from differential geometry is well suited
to calculating mechanical stresses.

This paper does not nearly describe all the possible
options for determining the curvature of a wafer surface.
However, even the presented approaches substantially extend
the spectrum of information obtained by analyses.
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